
School Community Council Meeting
Monday, March 1, 2021
4:00pm - 4:53pm Via Zoom
(53 minutes)

People present VIA ZOOM: Lisa Wells <lwells@graniteschools.org> (Principal),
Kathy Antczak <kantczak@graniteschools.org> (Teacher)
Natalie Williams (Parent/Paraeducator) nfwilliams@graniteschools.org
Heidi Niitsuma <ms.mindful.heidi@gmail.com> (Chair)
Kristine Siler <krissiler@gmail.com> (Vice-Chair)
Stephany Cano-Cortes  <scano-cortes@graniteschools.org> (Parent member)

Not present:
Carrie Gregersen <Carrie.Gregersen@edgenuity.com> (parent member)

Agenda
1. Discuss and Begin Review for Trust Plan 2021-2022 Year
2. Maturation
3. Next Meeting

[Approx 4 min spent trouble-shooting sound and waiting for participants to arrive.]

1. Discuss and Begin Review for Trust Plan 2021-2022 Year (45min)

Grants/Trusts: Land Trust Money and TSSA ($100,000 typically, but next year would likely be
$50,000) Must use a plan that will show how the use of this money will impact students
TSI (Targeted Student Assessment)
Needs Assessment was outlined by Lisa. (No need for section 6, we will do section 7 next
meeting)

See screenshots from the document reviewed with general points made about each area of
concern:
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School Demographic Info: Lisa notes that she would like to focus on the students with
disabilities and the ELL students.

School Accountability: Lisa reminds the group that differences will be noted due to COVID



Sage in 2016-17, Rise in 2017-18, Rise in 2018-19 (and the last sets were missing due to
COVID)



Concerns regarding the decrease in mathematics for grade 3 2018 to grade 4 2019, etc
discussed by the group, other slides not shown notice a significant jump for one particular group
but then followed by a significant drop the following year.

Concerns regarding being below the district levels. Unsure of how to assess as to why this
could be.



Dibels, expected to go down with COVID



⅓ reading above grade level which is great, but concerns regarding the other half that is reading
below grade level. Increasingly worse each year. The group discusses this may potentially be
due to the fact that some students are no longer being exposed to early language skills but
instead are watching Netflix, youtube, etc. Tablet and Screen time may be a large contributing
factor in the loss of skills.



Behavior

The difference is noted in student behavior as surprisingly and seemingly improved with COVID.
Perhaps due to intense focus on addressing behavior well in advance with a visible and
global-wide repercussion of expected behavior like not wearing a mask. Students have
assigned seats during things like lunch which seems to be helping with the flow of lunchtime
expectations.

Stephany notes that teachers have been very positive with class expectations when addressing
students, possibly adding to student “buy-in”. Possibly also due to fewer students present.

Students may also be thrilled to be back in school in person, whereas the alternative is home
with busy parents, etc.

Kathy agrees that an intense review of class expectations the first two weeks definitely helped,
and assigned seating and regular cleaning schedules in the classroom allow teachers to have a
more positive experience with these expectations.

Moving forward (faculty meetings coming up) Lisa would like to keep assigned seats for things
like lunch as it seems to drastically improve the student’s and teacher’s overall experience
during lunch.





Lisa is wanting to focus on these top two areas - getting out of TSI, and the group unanimously
agrees. Lisa will draft a plan for us to review over the coming days and weeks and we will
correspond via e-mail. Encouraged to share this plan to review with the community so that
voting can take place on March 22 in person in the school office.

Goals from previous years for students
1. Write well with grammar, vocabulary, etc
2. Math facts

Teacher goals from previous years:
1. Instruction
2. School culture





Lisa mentions that focusing efforts on the students with disabilities and language will hopefully
allow benefits to trickle into the general population students and teacher’s ability to meet the
needs of those students as well.

Lisa will craft a document that will outline goals and e-mail it to the group and we can comment
back

2. Maturation (5min) Scheduled for April most likely
Carrieanne Kemp: Maturation Lady  ($95) - fun and engaging presentations, most likely has to
be online and the groupings will have to be careful if showed in person at school.

Girls on one day, Boys on another.
Carrieanne sends a link, parents and students can review and watch up to a week before it
expires.

3. Next Meeting (1 min) March 22nd at 4:00 pm in person
- Proposed agenda item:

- Review and approve Next Year’s plan based on assessment and proposal
drafted by Lisa

Notes/Minutes taken by Heidi Niitsuma revised and approved by Lisa Wells


